Candidates will give ENTRANCE EXAMS on Monday July 3rd 13:00 pm GREEK time.

However, to reduce your stress and confirm that all will function properly we ask you also to participate in a TEST EXAMINATION that will take place on June 30th 13:00 pm GREEK time.

To participate in the exam, you must have a computer with which you can connect AT THE SAME TIME to the:

1. WEBEX platform and
2. E-CLASS of the University of Athens.

The WEBEX link for the TEST EXAMINATION on Friday June 30th at 13:00 is:
Meeting link: https://uoa.webex.com/uoa/j.php?MTID=m37cd523478542dfff10d59928bc136eb
Meeting number: 2739 182 2251; Meeting password: 2hwJN22cN7z
Please, copy and paste the link to your browser.

The WEBEX link for the entrance EXAMINATION on Monday July 3rd at 13:00 is:
Meeting link: https://uoa.webex.com/uoa/j.php?MTID=m645bd7d7d061c9513359d39bb1cb5410c4
Meeting number: 2736 886 3762; Meeting password: 3tGPecHmd27
Please, copy and paste the link to your browser.

You will need to login to the e-class of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens. Please login 30 min before the start of the exercise following the instructions below:
1. Paste the link https://eclass.gunet.gr/ to your browser
2. Login using the username and password send to you by E-mail.
3. Click on ENTRANCE EXAMS (this is the course)
4. Click on TEST EXAMINATION or ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
5. The system will ask you for a password that will be given at that time.
6. After filling in the password the exercise will open, and you can start answering the multiple-choice questions.
7. SUBMISSION press ONLY once after you finish answering all the questions; at the end of the exercise.
8. DO NOT PRESS submission in the middle of the exam because you cannot return to Exercise
9. If you have not pressed SUBMISSION until the end of the predetermined time (duration of the exam), do not worry, the system automatically registers your answers.
10. In case your connection is lost, you have 5 minutes to reconnect. If you do not reconnect, the test will be canceled, and you will be examined during the interview.
11. The questions are multiple choice with one correct answer. There are no EXPLANATORY QUESTIONS.
10. The time given for the exercise may not be sufficient to answer all the questions. DO NOT GET STRESSED, we will consider this during the evaluation of your exam.
11. You can answer the questions in any order you want. You can go back and correct your answers. Your new answers are registered in the system automatically.
12. It is recommended to connect to the test with A NETWORK CABLE and NOT WIRELESSLY. Wireless communication can be relatively unstable. Test the microphone and camera before entering the test.
13. You will have your computer camera and microphone OPEN during the test.
14. Those who do not use headphones but speakers, adjust the volume down so that there is no return.
15. It is PROHIBITED to use another communication device during the examination.
16. The use of any aid during the examination is PROHIBITED.
17. It is PROHIBITED to record part or all the examination by electronic means.
18. If there is deviation from the instructions, the supervisors may ask you to show them the examination area by moving your camera or showing a snapshot of your screen. Please follow the instructions so as not to put us in a difficult position.
19. We inform you that the University of Athens does not process your personal data in an automated way and does not create a profile.